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Collisional dynamics of Bi 2 A „0u
¿
…. II. State-to-state rotational

energy transfer
Robert E. Franklina) and Glen P. Perramb)

Department of Engineering Physics, Air Force Institute of Technology, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio 45433-7765

~Received 1 October 2001; accepted 27 December 2001!

Rotational-to-translational (R–T) energy transfer withinv851 of theA(0u
1) state of Bi2 has been

investigated using spectrally resolved, laser induced fluorescence techniques. Spectrally resolved
emissions from collisionally populated rotational levels of Bi2(A,v851) were observed for helium,
neon, and argon collision partners after laser excitation of the high rotational levelsJ85171, 201,
and 231. Total rotational removal rates from the initially prepared state range from 2.8– 8.9
310210cm3/molecule s. Collisional population of rotational states withuDJu<56 was observed at
pressures of 0.09–1.4 Torr. The state-to-state rates are adequately modeled by the energy based
statistical power gap law. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1451058#

I. INTRODUCTION

Rotationally inelastic collisions have been studied on a
state-to-state basis using laser induced fluorescence tech-
niques, by examining the rotational dependence of pressure
broadening coefficients, and from a theoretical basis.1–8 A
variety of energy based and angular momentum based scal-
ing laws have been developed to represent the available
data.1,2 The bismuth dimer offers a unique opportunity to
evaluate these scaling laws under conditions of high angular
momentum and small energy spacing. The very low rota-
tional constant for Bi2 offers significant populations in rota-
tional states aboveJ5200 even at modest temperatures (T
'300 K). Furthermore, the Bi2– He collision is highly
impulsive.9 In the present study we examine the state-to-state
rotational energy transfer within the Bi2 A(0u

1)v851 state
for initially prepared rotational statesJ85171, 201, 231 and
helium, neon, and argon collision partners.

The spectroscopy of the Bi2 A(0u
1) –X(0g

1) system is
well characterized, particularly for the low lying vibrational
levels.10–12However, the collisional dynamics of the Bi2(A)
is less studied. The radiative rates,13–15 quenching from a
few (v8,J8) levels,14 and vibrational energy transfer in the
lowest vibrational levels9 have previously been reported.
In addition, several Bi2(A–X) lasers have been demon-
strated.16,17 However, no rotational energy transfer studies
have previously been reported.

II. EXPERIMENT

The steady-state laser induced fluorescence apparatus
has been described in detail previously.9 Briefly, a Coherent
model 899-29 ring dye laser with rhodamine 590 dye was
used to selectively excite the (v8,J8) levels of theA(0u

1)
state at the frequencies indicated in Table I. The ring dye
laser provided sufficient resolution~Doppler limited at about

0.01 cm21! to prepare a pure rotational state within
Bi2(A,v851) for J.15. The rotational assignment and
spectroscopic constants have previously been reported.11 A
McPherson 1.3 m monochromator with a Princeton Instru-
ments model 1024 SR/B optical multichannel analyzer
~OMA! was used to resolve the laser induced fluorescence
with a resolution of 0.5 cm21 and a bandwidth of 225 cm21.
The bismuth dimer was generated by heating a small sample
of granular bismuth in a 1 cmaluminum oxide crucible and
tungsten basket heater to 900–1000 K. The fluorescence
chamber was evacuated to less than 0.01 m Torr by an oil
diffusion pump and 0.07–1.4 Torr of rare gas~99.996%! was
added to induce rotational transfer. The cell pressure was
monitored with an MKS model 390310 Torr capacitance
manometer. The spectral response of the OMA was cali-
brated with a blackbody source at 1266 K.18

III. RESULTS

The spectrally resolved emission from thev851→v9
55 band after excitation ofv851, J85171 in the presence
of 0.855 Torr of helium is shown in Fig. 1. The strongP–R
doublet emission from the laser populated state is clearly
evident. The weaker satellite transitions are from the colli-
sionally populated rotational states. Emission is observed
only from even rotational levels because the nuclear spin is
not readily altered by collisions.19 For J8,140, a near coin-
cidence of theP(J) andR(J114) lines precludes complete
spectral isolation. The rotational transfer rates are quite
rapid, with significant population in the satellite states even
at low buffer gas pressures.

To extract the populations of the various satellite rota-
tional levels relative to the laser pumped state, a synthetic
spectra was modeled and fit to the observed data. The instru-
mental line shape was analyzed by observing the
2p5(2P3/2)3s(12

0)22p5(2P1/2)3p(82) atomic neon line near
16 821 cm21 in emission from a small discharge lamp, as
shown in Fig. 2. A Gaussian–Lorentzian sum of the func-
tional form

a!Present address: Aeronautical Systems Center, Wright-Patterson Air Force
Base, OH 45433.
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g~l!52a0H kAln 2

RAp
expF24 ln 2S l2l0

R D 2G

1
12k

pRF114S l2l0

R D 2GJ , ~1!

where
l05transition line center,
R5spectral resolution~full width at half maximum!,
k5fractional Gaussian nature~k50 for pure Lorentzian,
k51 for pure Gaussian!,
a05intensity scale parameter

is adequate to represent the instrumental line shape. The in-
strumental linewidth is an order of magnitude larger than the
atomic transition linewidth. The instrumental line shape has
a significant intensity in the wings due to stray light and
aberrations, and is better represented by the sum of Lorent-
zian and Gaussian profiles than a Voigt profile. The intensity
of the neon line emission in Fig. 2 is similar to that for
bismuth laser induced fluorescence and is significantly below
detector saturation. A computed rotational spectrum is com-
posed by summing a series of common (R,k) line shapes for
each of theP- andR-branch transitions and using the ampli-
tudes,a0(J) as the fit parameters. The resolution and frac-
tional Gaussian nature were constrained to the values re-
ported in Fig. 2. The rotational line strengths for these high
rotational levels vary by less than 0.3% and the intensities of
theP- andR-branch lines originating from the same emitting
rotational level are constrained to yield the same populations.
A least-squares fit was achieved with Jandell’s PeakFit soft-

ware and a comparison of the observed and modeled spectra
corresponding to a segment of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3.

A plot of the population in the satellite levelJ85165
relative to the population in the parent level,J85171, is
shown as a function of helium buffer gas pressure in Fig. 4.
The error bounds indicated in Fig. 4 are obtained from the
uncertainties in the amplitudes from the spectral fits. Similar
data were obtained for initially pumped statesJ085171, 201,
and 231 and satellite states256,DJ,144.

In order to extract the state-to-state rotational energy
transfer rate constants from data similar to that shown in Fig.
4, a steady-state kinetic analysis has previously been
developed.20 The relative intensity of the satellite and parent
states depends on buffer gas concentration according to

I ~J!

I ~J0!
5

kRT~J0→J!@M #/G0

11kQ
eff@M #/G0

, ~2!

where
kRT(J0→J)5rate constant for rotational energy transfer

from the parent stateJ0 to the satellite stateJ,
@M#5concentration of the collision partner,
G05 collisionless decay rate,

FIG. 1. Spectrally resolved Bi2(A–X) laser induced fluorescence from the
v851 to v955 band in the presence of 855 m Torr of helium buffer gas
after laser excitation ofv851, J5171.

FIG. 2. Monochromator resolution response to neon emission line:~s!
observed intensity,~—! fit to Eq. ~1! yielding a053.7760.043105, v0

51/l0516 820.84660.003 cm21, R50.62360.01 cm21, and k50.25
60.04.

FIG. 3. Comparison of spectrally resolved Bi2 fluorescence~s! in the pres-
ence of 855 m Torr of helium buffer gas with a spectral fit~—! to the data.
The parent state of this rotational spectra is Bi2 (A,v851,J85171).

TABLE I. Laser excitation frequencies used to prepare vibrational and ro-
tational states.

v08 , v09 J08 , J09 n~cm21!

1, 3 171, 170 17 256.066
1, 3 201, 200 17 222.215
1, 3 231, 230 17 185.199
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kQ
eff5rate constant for total removal from the rotation

state J reduced by the net linear effect of multipleR–T
collisions.

At higher pressures the observed rotational levelJ can
be populated by rotational energy transfer from levels other
than the laser excited state. Assuming that these secondary
collisions are minor and depend linearly on buffer gas con-
centration leads to an effective total removal rate,kQ

eff . This
equation has been applied successfully to rotational energy
transfer in Na2 ~Ref. 21! and Br2 ~Ref. 20! and vibrational
energy transfer in Bi2(A).9 A fit of Eq. ~2! to the data is also
provided in Fig. 4. Using a radiative lifetime oft r51/G0

5590 ns,13 the rate constants provided in Figs. 5–7 are ob-
tained. A tabular list of the rate constants may be found in
Ref. 16. Note that no rate constants forDJ5odd are reported
in Figs. 5–7, as no intensity was observed from states of
alternate parity.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Scaling laws

Several empirical relationships have been proposed to
describe the scaling of the state-to-state rotational energy
transfer rate constants with rotational quantum number.1,2 A
variety of these fitting laws have been applied to the current
data in an attempt to evaluate those which adequately repre-
sent the data. The exponential energy gap law~EGL! is de-
fined by

kRT~J0→J!5A f~J!e2cuDEu/Bv, ~3!

where
A,c5fit parameters,

DE/Bv5J~J11!2J0~J011!,

Bv5rotational constant,

f ~J!5H 2J,11

2J011
EGL1,

2J11 EGL2,

J,5the smaller ofJ or J0 .
The statistical factorf (J) depends on the distribution of

final MJ levels. The EGL1 expression represents the limit

where MJ is conserved and the EGL2 expression corre-
sponds to the limit whereMJ is completely randomized dur-
ing a rotationally inelastic collision.

The statistical power gap law~SPG! incorporates the
same twoMJ statistical factors

kRT~J0→J!5B f~J!UDE

Bv
U2g

, ~4!

where

f ~J!5H 2J,11

2J011
, SPG1,

2J11, SPG2,

andB andg are the fitting parameters.
By combining the features of both the EGL and SPG

fitting laws, the exponential power gap law~EPGL! is ob-
tained

kRT~J0→J!5A f~J!UDE

Bv
U2g

e2cuDE/Bvu, ~5!

where

f ~J!5H 2J,11

2J011
, EPGL1,

2J11, EPGL2.

Note that the EPGL has three fit parameters:A, g, andc.
Dynamical fitting laws have also been developed, such

as the infinite order sudden~IOS! and energy corrected sud-
den~ECS! laws. In the current work we employ an approxi-
mate version of the ECS law~ECS–P!:22

kRT~J0→J!5A~2J11!e~EJ0
2EJ.

!/kT@11b2J.~J.11!#

3@J.~J.11!2J,~J,11!#H S2«FS V

S
,« D

12SV112«b2FFS V

S
,2« D1

b2

2
FS V

S
,12« D G J ,

~6!
where

b5
2Bvl c

A6v̄\
,

v̄5average relative speed of the collision pair,
l c5interaction length fit parameter,
J.5the greater ofJ andJ0 ,

S5ABvJ.~J.11!1ABvJ,~J,11!,

V5ABvJ.~J.11!2ABvJ,~J,11!,

F~x,z!5h~z!1@12h~z!#x@11g~z!#,

h~z!5
1

Ap

G~z11/2!

G~z11!
,

G5gamma function,

g~z!5H z, z>0,

2z20.05, z,0.

The ECS–P law also has three fit parameters,A, b, and«.

FIG. 4. Plot of the population of the satelliteJ85165 rotational level rela-
tive to the parent state (J85171) for collisions with helium buffer. The solid
line is a least-squares fit to the data using Eq.~2!.
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In Fig. 5, a fit of the SPG1, SPG2, and EGL1 fitting laws
are shown. The exponential gap law fails for all the initially
preparedJ0 levels and buffer gas studies observed in the
present work. The EGL1 and EGL2 fitting laws can be made
to represent either the rotational levels near the pumped
state, or for largerDJ, but not both. The statistical power gap
laws do provide an adequate representation of the data for all
J0 and all three collision partners. TheMJ conserving form
of the statistical factorf (J) ~SPG1! provides a fit standard
error of 20–50 % less than the completely randomized factor
~SPG2! and in all cases provides a better fit.

Figure 6 illustrates the rate constants for helium colli-
sions after laser excitation ofJ05201. While the EPGL law
provides a slightly improved fit over the SPG fits, the expo-
nential fit parameter,c, is poorly determined and yields a
near zero value. Furthermore theF statistic for the EPGL1
fits is about one-half of the value for the SPG1 fits. The
addition of the third parameter to capture any exponential
type behavior is not warranted.

Finally, a comparison of the ECS–P and SPG1 fitting
laws is provided in Fig. 7. The standard errors for the ECS–P
law are larger than for the SPG1 law, despite the addition of

a third fitting parameter. In addition, the ECS–P fit param-
eters yield large values for the interaction length,l c . In sum-
mary, the statistical power gap law of Eq.~4!, particularly
with the statistical factor associated withMJ conserving col-
lisions, provides superior fits for the present data. Fit param-
eters for the statistical power gap law~SPG1! are summa-
rized for each of the collision partners in Table II.

A systematic deviation from the statistical power gap
law is observed for the heavier collision partners, Ne and Ar,
at largeDJ. Figure 8 summarizes all the state-to-state rota-
tional energy transfer rates after laser excitation ofJ085201
as observed in this study. The SPG1 scaling law should pro-
vide a nearly linear relationship on this logarithmic plot.@For
a statistical factorf (J)51, the plot would provide a constant
slope.# The helium data is well represented by the linear
relationship. However, forDE>300 cm21, the Ar and He
rates are larger than expected. It is possible that the highDJ
rates are overestimated by neglecting the full effects of mul-
tiple collisions. On the other hand, the statistical power gap
law may fail for largeDJ and heavier collision partners.

A key assumption of the statistically based scaling
laws is that the transition probabilities depend only on the
energy difference, not on the initial rotational state.1 A
simultaneous fit of Eq.~4! to the helium data forJ05171,
201, and 231 provides average values ofB54.060.5
31028 cm3/molecule s and g50.89860.018. However,
there is a definite dependence of the SPG1 fit parameters on
initial rotational level,J0 , for the helium data in Table II. As
the initial rotational levels increases, the width of the distri-
bution increases~g decreases! and there is a corresponding
decrease in the amplitude,B. Similar results have been ob-
served for other molecule–atom systems.1 The fitting laws

FIG. 5. State-to-state rotational energy transfer rate constants for Ne after
laser excitation ofv851, J85201. Three scaling law fits are also shown
~—! SPG1,~¯! SPG2, and~---! EGL1.

FIG. 6. State-to-state rotational energy transfer rate constants for He after
laser excitation ofv851, J85201. Two scaling law fits are also shown~—!
SPG1 and~¯! EPGL1.

FIG. 7. State-to-state rotational energy transfer rate constants for He after
laser excitation ofv851, J85171. Two scaling law fits are also shown~—!
SPG1 and~¯! ECS–P.

TABLE II. Fit parameters for the statistical power gap scaling law, SPG1.

Collision partner (v8,J08) B (1028 cm3/molecule s) g

He ~1,171! 5.4561.17 0.94460.030
He ~1,201! 3.8560.59 0.90260.021
He ~1,231! 2.7960.50 0.83460.025
Ne ~1,201! 5.0061.23 0.96860.034
Ar ~1,201! 1.2560.50 0.78660.042
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are empirical and a clear physical interpretation of the fit
parameters is difficult.

B. Total removal rates

The total rotational removal rates,(J50
` kRT(J0→J), are

summarized in Table III. Gas kinetic collision rate constants,
kg , are also provided as estimated from the collision radii.23

Rotational energy transfer within Bi2(A) is rapid, with the
total rotational removal within a factor of 3 of the gas kinetic
rates. These results compare favorably with the previously
measured argon total quenching rates forv851 of 2.4
310210cm3/molecule s.14 The probability for rotational en-
ergy transfer, as described by the ratio of the observed total
removal rates to the gas kinetic rates increases linearly with
angular momentum,7

L5m v̄b5A8kT

p
m1/2b ~7!

as show in Fig. 9. In this figure the impact parameter,b, is
chosen to be the sum of the particle radii.23 On average, the
heavier collision partners bring more orbital angular momen-
tum into the collision.

There are fewer rotational levels accessible for a given
DE at higher initial rotational states,J0 . As a result, the total
rotational removal rates also decrease with increasingJ0 .
Other previous studies have observed similar trends.1,7,20

The effective quenching rates constants,kQ
eff , as defined

by the fits of Eq.~2!, yield values of 3.0– 0.2310210cm3/
molecule s, depending onJ.18 These rates are slower than the
total rotational removal rates, due to multipleR–T collisions
as discussed for Eq.~2!.

V. CONCLUSION

Rotational energy transfer within Bi2(A) is rapid, con-
strained toDJ5even by parity conservation, and best repre-
sented by the statistical power gap scaling law withMJ con-
servation. Single collision population of rotational levels
with uDJu<52,DE.300 cm21, is readily apparent. Even for
these very high rotational states, with large angular momen-
tum, the energy based scaling laws appear to provide a better
representation of the rates than the energy corrected sudden
with a power law for the angular momentum scaling.
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FIG. 8. Observed rotation energy transfer rate constants fromJ085201 as a
function of change in rotation energy:~s! He, ~j! Ne, and~3! Ar.
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TABLE III. Total rotational removal rates (10210 cm3/molecule s).

Collision partner J08 kg (kRT(J0→J)

He 171 7.0 8.9
He 201 7.0 7.6
He 231 7.0 6.9
Ne 201 3.4 6.2
Ar 201 2.8 6.4
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